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This certificate is issued by TRACE - SOFIA Ltd., UIC 175254451, with 
headquarters and management address Sofia 1404, district "Triaditsa", "Gotse 
Delchev", 15 "Metlichina Polyana Str. to "AVIS ENGINEERING "Ltd., UIC 
115011904, with headquarters and management address 4, Udrou Uilsan Str.,
Plovdiv, in his capacity of Contractor on site for PROJECT: "Rehabilitation o f  
the railway infrastructure in sections o f the railway line Plovdiv - Bourgas", LOT  
2 - Rehabilitation o f the railway sections Stara Zagora - Zavoi (to km 190 + 590 
in the Yambol - Zavoi) and Zavoi - Zimnitsa (from km 192 + 706 to the entrance 
arrow at Zimnitsa station), including the main railway tracks in stations Stara 
Zagora and Yambol and all stations and stops between them with 120 km 
approximate length o f the railroad" which, on the grounds of Art. 64 para. 1 Item 
1 of the Public Procurement Act, we, TRACE - SOFIA 44 Ltd., certify that:

"AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. has executed construction and assembly 
works, covering the dismantling of an existing air contact network, construction 
of a new overhead contact line and associated equipment, preparation of the 
accompanying and required by the legislation documentation, certifying the 
execution and its compliance with the normative requirements for the above
mentioned project. The implementation of the construction and installation works 
commissioned within the project to "AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. covers:

1. Section "Station Stara Zagora from km 105+225 to km 107+293 on 
road № 1 and from km 105+219 to km 107+293 on road №2",  according to 
Contract dated 21.10.2013, with an extended track length of 14,460 km (fourteen 
kilometers four hundred and sixty meters) in which the following construction 
and installation works on the contact network and related equipment are carried 
out: Poles and foundations, Air contact network and Remote control of 
disconnectors. The total value of the works is BGN 1,866,654.51 (one million 
eight hundred and sixty six thousand six hundred and fifty four leva and fifty one 
cents).
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2. Sections" Station Stara Zagora", "Interstation section Stara Zagora - 

Kalitinovo "," Kalitinovo Station ", "Interstation section Kalitinovo - Khan 
Asparuh", "Khan Asparuh Station", "Interstation section Khan Asparuh - Nova 
Zagora", "Station Konyovo ", ""Interstation section Konyovo - Kermen","Kermen 
Station ", "Interstation section Kermen - Bezmer", "Bezmer Station ", according 
to a contract dated 19.05.2016, with a total length of 67,774 1cm (sixty seven 
kilometers seven hundred and seventy - four meters) of railway track for these 
sections, in which are performed Catenary's construction and assembly works and 
related equipment in connection with the alignment of the established one with the 
normative requirements, totaling BGN 454,045,19 (four hundred fifty four 
thousand forty five levs and nineteen cents).

3. Section "Interstation section Bezmer - Yambol" from km 178 + 036 to 
km 179 + 091, with a total length of 1,055 km (one kilometer and fifty-five 
meters), where construction and assembly works are carried out on a contact 
network and related equipment totaling BGN 8,569.68 (eight thousand five 
hundred sixty-nine leva and sixty-eight cents).

4. Sections "Konyovo Station" from km 150 + 214 to km 151 + 924,
"Kermen railway station" from km 159 + 850 to km 161 + 500, and "Bezmer 
Station" from km 171 + 100 to km 173 + 000, according to a contract dated July 
4, 2016, with a total length of the railway for these sections of 5,260 km (five 
kilometers two hundred and sixty meters) in which the following construction and 
assembly work are carried out on the Catenary and connected equipment: Air 
Catenary and Remote Control of disconnectors. The total value of the works is 
BGN 197,447.10 (a hundred ninety-seven thousand four hundred and forty-seven 
leva and ten cents).

5. Section "Position 2 - Rehabilitation of the railway sections Stara 
Zagora - Zavoi (to km 190 + 590 in the interstation section Yambol - Zavoi) and 
Zavoi -Zimnitsa (from km 192 +706 to the entrance switch of Zimnitsa station), 
including the main tracks at Stara Zagora and Yambol stations and all stations 
and stops between with an approximate total length of 120 km of the track", 
according to Contract of 09.11.2015, for which section is provided for paid use 
railway special machine for working on the Catenary and auxiliary 
mechanization, together with operator and technical team, with total value BGN 
991 244,80 (nine hundred and ninety-one thousand two hundred and forty four 
leva and eighty cents).
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The execution of the assigned construction and assembly works ended 
with issuance of Permissions for use № ST-05-1865 dated 23.12.2016 and № ST- 
05- 53 dated 24.01.2017 of DNCC - Sofia.

"AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. provided to "TRACE- SOFIA" LTD. 
highly specialized services in the execution of the assigned construction and 
assembly works for the above-mentioned object, by winning our trust with 
responsible attitude, engagement and honesty in the work, organization, strict and 
accurate execution of the assigned works, which AVIS ENGINEERING LTD. 
performed in full compliance with the normative requirements.

"AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. has specialized equipment and 
mechanization, as well as competent managerial, engineering and executive team 
with extensive experience in electrification of the railway transport, which 
allowed the fulfillment of the negotiated conditions with high professionalism 
and correctness, with excellent organization of work, with respect to the 
implementation schedule and technology, the approved projects, standards and 
normative requirements.

We recommend "AVIS ENGINEERING" LTD. as a highly qualified and 
reliable partner, working with the necessary competence and professionalism.

■............. r
ENG. BISER IVANOV 
CEO
TRACE SOFIA LTD
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